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Abstract

Mass movements are an ever present threat to building construction, water management, vegetation formation and biodiversity. This paper presents an approach to landslides research based on non-invasive geoelectrical method - Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT). Mapping and displacement monitoring of unstable slopes is crucial for the hazards prevention and assessment. The ERT technique is an effective tool to obtain structural differentiation of geological medium through interpretation of 2D electrical resistivity models. The main advantage of the method is a wide range of applicability what makes its useful during field works on a landslide. It is commonly used for measurements of slope instability, determination of shear surface, landslide susceptibility, depth of bedrock, slip plane geometry.

The aim of the work is to identify the geological structures underneath three selected landslides in south Poland: in Racibórz, Milówka and Porąbka. Attempts have been focused on determination of the usefulness of the proposed ERT methodology for evaluation of possible further development of mass movements. On two investigation sites two different arrays have been used: Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole which allowed to prepare combined data set and resistivity models based on them. Forward modelling of synthetic models based on a priori information allowed to understand anomalies present on resistivity models. Applied approach ensured quality increase of final interpretation of resistivity models.
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Introduction

Landslides and areas threatened by mass movements occur throughout Poland, but most of them (over 95%) is located in the Polish flysch Carpathians which occupy only 6% of the country. The cliffs of the Baltic coast, valleys of large rivers and places where the rivers form deeply indented valleys with steep slopes are also places where mass movements can occur. Landslides occur also sporadically in lake districts, in the Sudetes Mountains and on their foreland, in the Świętokrzyskie Mountains, in the area of the Lublin Upland and in Roztocze in West Pomeranian Voivodeship (Poprawa and Rączkowski 2003).

The main causes of landslides in Poland are the geological structures of the areas and their morphology, heavy and/or long-term atmospheric precipitation and thoughtless destructive human activities. Water that penetrates into the depths of the slip, where it
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forms a layer that facilitates the movement of rock material, is one of the primary causes for the formation or further development of a landslide (Bardel 2012). The velocity of a landslide is characterized by a wide range. The shift can be almost imperceptible, but it can also occur as a rapid avalanche at velocity up to 150 m/s (Mizerski 2000).

The geological structure and morphology have the greatest impact on the formation of landslides in the Carpathian region. They have high and steep slopes of valleys and flysch geological structure (alternating layers of water-permeable sandstone and poorly permeable shale, claystone and marl). It is also possible to observe the presence of wide rock waste susceptible to landslide processes, and tectonic structures which create favourable conditions for mass movements (rock layers, cracks, faults) (Poprawa and Rączkowski 2003).

Geophysical methods are developing extremely fast along with the advancement of computer technology, including data processing and digital transmission. They are effective because they allow to recognize the relatively large areas quickly and in a continuous manner compared, for example, to local (point) recognition like borehole, shaft or excavation. Common methods used during field works on landslides are the ground-penetrating radar (GPR), seismic methods in 2D and 3D (seismic refraction profiling), seismic tomography, multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) and seismic interferometry as well as electrical resistivity profiling and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) (e.g. Sass et al. 2007; Marescot al. 2008; Pánek et al. 2008; Grandjean et al. 2011; Malehmir et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014; Dostal et al. 2014). It works most effectively in highly conductive medias such as loamy soils. It also allows to monitor the landslides and to conduct works to determine their activity.

Therefore, the aim of the study is to identify the geological structure underneath three selected landslides in south Poland: in Racibórz, Milówka and Porąbka, and to determine the usefulness of the proposed ERT methodology for evaluation of possible further development of mass movements. The paper presents the results obtained during field works, discussion and interpretation. Field measurements were made using the equipment of the Swedish company ABEM Terrameter LS Lund Imaging using the Wenner-Schlumberger array, showing moderate sensitivity to vertical and horizontal changes of electrical resistivity, and the dipole-dipole array characterized by high sensitivity to horizontal changes. The equipment included a Terrameter - resistivity and IP instrument with integrated PC for full control of data acquisition process and storage of data, an electrode selector, a field cable set with electrodes and cable jumpers. Each resistivity cross-section was obtained after the robust inversion using RES2DINV software.

Sites characterization

The first research area was located in Racibórz in the Silesian Voivodship in the Brzezie district, located approximately 3 km from the central point of the city (Fig. 1A). The area belongs to the Rybnik Plateau, and in terms of
tectonics to the Silesian-Cracow Depression. It is a seasonal landslide. In 2011 its area was 7.35 ha, length was 276 m, and width was 320 m. The height of the landslide was 36 m and the average slope gradient was 7°. The head scarp of the landslide was 8 m high and its slope was 40°. The rock layer consists of gravel, sand and loam (Miocene deposits) partially covered by Pleistocene deposits – fluvioglacial sand and gravel. The landslide debris consists of clay, clay-loam soil, sand and gravel. The cause of the landslide movement were natural erosion, undercutting, rainwater and meltwater infiltration. There were five minor scarps in the area of the main body of the landslide slope which were up to 4 m high and are clearly visible on the map of inclination angle in Figure 2A. In the area of the foot there were also surface streams. Within the landslide area change of the direction of slope aspect is noticeable (Fig. 2C). In these places, in the lower part of the landslide, there are endorheic hollows in which water accumulates after rainfall. The landscape was dominated by spruces and oaks (Sikora et al. 2011). Research on the landslide in Racibórz was carried out in 2016.

The second research area was the landslide in Milówka in the Żywiec district in the Silesian Voivodeship (Fig. 1B). It occurred in the lower and middle part of the southern slope of the Prusów Mountain in the area of the Siedloki housing estate. The area belongs to the Romanki Range and the Magura Nappe. In terms of hydrogeology, the area belongs to the catchment area of Salomonka (Milówka) and Sola rivers. The landslide has been fully active since 2010. The natural infiltration of rainwater and snowmelt was determined as the main cause of the landslide motion. The area of the landslide in 2016 was 11.56 ha, its length was 468 m and the width was 273 m. The height of the landslide was 127 m and the average slope gradient was 24°. The head scarp of the landslide was from 4 to 12 m high and its slope was 38°.

The rock layer consists of Miocene deposits - shale and sandstone of Hieroglyphic layers and Oligocene deposits - sandstone and shale (Magurian layers). Landslide debris consists of sandstone blocks, clay and clay with rubble. The deposition of layers is opposite to the slope (Burtan et al. 1956). The tectonic structure of the area is characterized by folding and faulting. The main scarp was 8 to 12 m height. Within the area of the landslide there were many minor scarps (up to 4 m in height) and systems of fissures and cracks as well as numerous depressions visible in Figure 3A. The toe of the landslide reached the bed of the Milówka stream and caused its clenching and destroying 150 meters of the district road. Within the landslide area signs of surface water, groundwater and springs were visible. In the area of the slope below the landslide and on its sides there was a surface watercourse, and in the area of the colluvium there were numerous wetlands and springs.

The main scarp of the landslide is structurally related to the outcrop of sandstone. Approximately 300 m in the NE direction in Figure 3A there is another landslide that begins along the same structural surface. However, this one is much older and stabilized as evidenced by smoothed terrain surface (3A-3C). Furthermore, due to the character of the surface of this part of the slope it can be assumed that these movements could take place in two separate episodes as opposed to the research area in which undercutting the slope with the stream caused slipping down to the mentioned structural edge.

In addition, in the area of landslide there are shrubs and forest, meadows, pastures and arable lands as well as residential buildings and farm dwellings. There is also a district road, power and telephone lines and waterworks. In 2010, when the landslide occurred, the above mentioned areas have been destroyed. After that the section of the district road was rebuilt, the stream bed was strengthened, roadside ditches were made and the slopes over the section of the
new road were reinforced with stone. Due to the type of landslide and the nature of its movement it is estimated that further mass movements can occur (Rączkowski et al. 2016). Research on the landslide in Milówka was carried out in 2015.

The third research area was the landslide in Porąbka near Międzybrodzie Bialskie in the Silesian Voivodeship (Fig. 1C). It is located in the north-western part of the slope of Bukowski Groń. The length of the landslide was approximately 63 m and the total width is 93 m. Within it, two parts with different levels of activity were distinguished - the active part of the landslide was 69 m wide and the inactive part was 24 m wide. The height of the landslide was 45 m and the average slope gradient was 36° (Fig. 4B). The rock layer consists of Cretaceous flysch deposits - shale with sandstone and siderite layers (Wierzowskie layers). Their angle of inclination is 24° and the slip is perpendicular to the direction determined by downcutting streams (Fig. 4). Landslide debris consists of loam, clay, clay with rock rubble, pebbles and rock blocks (based on Nescieruk and Wojcik 1997). There are cracks and fissures on the area of the landslide (Fig. 4). Research on the landslide in Porąbka was carried out in 2015.

Fig.1. Location of research areas, southern Poland. (A) Landslide in Racibórz. (B) Landslide in Milówka. (C) Landslide in Porąbka. Red line: landslide boundary. Black line: ERT profile.
Fig. 2. Raster maps of parameters of Racibórz landslide. (A) Slope inclination in [°]. (B) Hillshade map. (C) Aspect map.

Survey method

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT or DC-tomography) is a geoelectric method commonly used to obtain 2D or 3D images with high resolution variability of electrical resistivity of a geological medium. This technique is based on measurements of the distribution of apparent resistivity and changes in the electric field that has been generated artificially through a system of electrodes. The basis of this method is tracking changes in electric field using electrodes supplied with direct current (Pasierb 2012).

Depending on the purpose of the research the electrodes can be placed in various configurations (arrays). Usually four-electrode Wenner-Schlumberger array is used. It consists of two current electrodes and two potential electrodes located on one straight line. In addition, for dipole-dipole array both pairs of electrodes – current electrodes and potential electrodes are put in a line and are located from each other at a distance ‘na’ where ‘n’ is a dipole separation factor and ‘a’ is the spacing between the two electrodes from one pair (Lowrie 2007; Loke 2016). Then, according to Ohm’s law, apparent resistivity of rocks is determined within the generated electric field, which characterizes inhomogeneous geological medium. The apparent electrical resistivity is the resultant value from the distribution of the resistivity in the medium (Parasnis 1986; Telford et al. 1990). Then, the data is processed using inversion methods to obtain a resistivity model that presents the study area in 2D. Appropriate parameters are changed based on knowledge about the geological structure of the study area, which allows to select the resistivity models that give the best representation of the actual characteristics of the studied geological medium.
Fig. 3. Raster maps of parameters of Miłówka landslide. (A) Slope inclination in [°]. (B) Hillshade map. (C) Aspect map.

The ERT technique combines electrical profiling (measurements along the profile) and vertical electrical sounding (deeper penetration of the medium with larger electrode spacing). The number of measurements corresponds to several profiling measurements with arrays with different depth ranges and several vertical electrical soundings with different maximum length of the profile line. The measurements are carried out in continuous manner with automatic selection of combination of four electrodes (Everett 2013).

The depth of penetration depends on the used measuring array and can range from 1/3 to 1/6 of the distance between the first and last electrode. The depth of penetration is also affected by the characteristics of the medium which depends on, for example, humidity, porosity or salinity (Loke 2015). Due to the higher spatial resolution of the ERT method it is possible to use 2D inversion in interpretation. The advanced computational techniques allow to limit the ambiguity of solutions and help to obtain a two-dimensional distribution of the apparent resistivity of the medium as close as possible to the distribution of real resistivity (Loke and Barker 1996).

A geoelectric profile in the area of the landslide in the Brzezie district in Racibórz was carried out in 2016 with the Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole arrays. The length of the Wenner-Schlumberger profile was 300 m and the dipole-dipole profile was 400 m. The electrode spacing was 5 m. The profile on the landslide in Miłówka was carried out only with the Wenner-Schlumberger array. The length of the profile was 400 m and the electrode spacing was 5 m. The profile on the landslide in Porąbka was made in two configurations: Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole. The length of the profile in both cases was 200 m and electrode spacing was 5 m.
Data processing

The collected data were processed using the RES2DINV software, which automatically generates a 2D resistivity inversion section representing variations in electrical properties of the subsurface features (Loke 2016). Inversion of field data was carried out for each profile after removing the measuring points with the highest error in row data. 24 different settings of data inversion procedure were proceed. Used configurations allowed for a detailed analysis and selection of the most optimal settings for final resistivity profiles. The most optimal setting among the configurations was the application of L1 norm (robust/blocky) for the data inversion constrain and the L2 norm (smooth) to model inversion constrain. Moreover, for the landslides of Racibórz and Porąbka combined data sets were created for the inversion procedure using Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole field data.

The standard data constraint inversion method attempts to minimize the square of difference between the measured and calculated apparent resistivity values while the robust data constraint method attempts to minimize the absolute difference between above mentioned values. The L2 norm works well if the data contains random or ‘Gaussian’ noise. If the data set constrains noise from non-random sources the ‘outliners’ can be reduced with the L1 norm inversion method. This proves particularly useful in case of rough terrain and problems with stabilization of electrodes in the ground. However, in order to ‘examine’ the space of all available resistivity models - the model inversion constrain (L2 norm) is recommended where subsurface resistivity changes in a smooth manner, but when the subsurface bodies have sharp boundaries L1 norm gives more
reliable results (Loke 2016). Unfortunately, in this case L1 norm tends to absorb smaller changes in electrical resistivity of models in favour of the massive structures which in presented cases should be considered as a loss of useful information.

Resistivity data inversions for each profile were stopped on 5th iteration. In most cases absolute error decreased below 5%. This value was set as an acceptable level of the error. It was assumed that the global minimum had been reached because in the 6th and 7th iteration the mean absolute errors were not changed much. The topography information is included as the elevation for each electrode in every data line.

Numerical modelling

Numerical modelling was carried out using the RES2DMOD software which allows to solve a forward problem for given resistivity model of the geological medium. This medium consists of homogeneous blocks forming a grid, and for each of them the specific value of electrical resistivity is assigned. RES2DMOD allows to select the electrode configuration, set the ‘a’ and ‘n’ values and determine the maximum depth of penetration of the medium. For a selected array using the finite difference method or the finite element method, it is possible to determine the electric potential value for each of the grid nodes. In the next stage, the value of apparent resistivity that can be measured for the given model is calculated (Loke 2016).

In the paper numerical modelling was made for two profiles characterized by 400 m length and 5 m electrode spacing. On its basis, it was possible to separate inversion artefacts from natural geological features present on resistivity profiles obtained from field data.

For the first profile for the parallel layers located in the low-resistivity medium (55 Ωm) three different values of electrical resistivity were assumed: 300 Ωm, 1000 Ωm and 3000 Ωm. Four different configurations per dipole-dipole array and Wenner-Schlumberger array were made (Fig. 5):

- a) two parallel high resistivity layers with the same length (200 m), 10 m between layers,
- b) two parallel high resistivity layers with different lengths (respectively 100 m and 200 m), 10 m between layers,
- c) two parallel high resistivity layers with the same length closer to each other – 5 m,
- d) one high resistivity layer (bottom layer).

The width of each layer was about 10 m. The first layer was located at a depth of 31.6 to 41 m (for models 5A and 5B) or from 36.6 to 46 m (for model 5C). The second layer was located at a depth of 51 to 62 m (for models 5A-5D).

![Fig. 5. Models as displayed by Res2Dmod/Display. (A) Two parallel high resistivity (300/1000/3000 Ωm) layers in low resistivity medium (55 Ωm) with the same length (200 m). (B) Two parallel high resistivity layers (300/1000/3000 Ωm) in low resistivity medium (55 Ωm) with different lengths (respectively 100 m and 200 m). (C) Two parallel high resistivity (300/1000/3000 Ωm) layers in low resistivity medium (55 Ωm) with the same length closer to each other. (D) One high resistivity (300/1000/3000 Ωm) layer (bottom layer) in low resistivity medium (55 Ωm).](image)
After modelling, inversion was carried out in the RES2DINV software. A few of the obtained results are shown in Figure 6.

The second profile was made on the basis of field data obtained from the landslide in Milówka. Two parallel subsurface layers with different resistivity values were assumed – first layer with thickness of 3.6 m and resistivity of 500 Ωm and the second layer with thickness of 12.8 m and resistivity of 60 Ωm. Below is the low-resistivity (90 Ωm) layer in which the high-resistivity (300 Ωm) layers lie at a certain angle – about 35 ° (Fig. 7A). These layers represent flysch deposits that occur on the area of Prusów Mountain in the area of the Siedloki housing estate. Afterwards, the result was saved in RES2DINV format and processed with the software. Inverted model was compared to the resistivity cross-section obtained for the profile on Milówka landslide without topography (Fig. 7D) with the inverted result with the contour values based on obtained field data (Fig. 7C) and with its own contour scale (Fig. 7B).

Results and discussion

The geoelectric profile in Racibórz using the dipole-dipole array was conducted for a length of 400 m (Fig. 8). This length allowed for penetration of the geological medium to a depth of 95 m. Landslide debris being a continuous surface layer of Quaternary sand deposits between 110 and 400 m of the profile is characterized by high electrical resistivity values (100-2000 Ωm). The thickness of this layer is from 2 to 18 m increasing in the west direction. Locally, there are very high-resistivity lenses with resistivity up to 4040 Ωm. They occur especially in the area of the landslide between 225 and 300 m of the profile's length. Below there is a low resistivity layer which resistivity ranges from a few to several dozen of Ωm. It is a layer of plastic clay with layers of fine-grained sand. Below this layer there is a layer of low-resistivity marl and clay.

The geoelectric profile using the Wenner-Schlumberger array was made for a length of 300 m, which allowed the penetration of the geological medium to a depth of 33 m (Fig. 9). As for the previous profile, the first surface layer is a high-resistivity layer of Quaternary sand deposits (100-970 Ωm). The thickness of this layer is from 2 to 18 m. Below there is a continuous layer of low-resistivity clay with sand (several-tens of Ωm), and under it there is a layer of marl and clay (20-70 Ωm).

Combined data set was created using Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole field data for the distance from 100 to 400 m (as the distance of Wenner-Schlumberger array profile) and provides supplementary information for data received separately from each array (Fig. 10). It was possible to separate five layers - a near-surface high-resistivity layer and four low-resistivity layers occurring under it.

The profile on the landslide in Milówka was made for the length of 400 m (Fig. 11). Only the Wenner-Schlumberger array was used due to the complicated terrain conditions and the inability to continue field measurements for the dipole-dipole array. This length of the profile allowed to achieve the depth of penetration of 68 m. Based on the obtained resistivity model two low-resistivity layers were identified - the near surface layer with a thickness of approximately 14 m (50-200 Ωm) and two underlying layers with resistivity from 70 to 300 Ωm. Very high resistivity lenses are present in the near surface layer (up to 2135 Ωm). Within the second low-resistance layer there are flysch deposits lying at a certain angle. Symbol ‘A’ indicates a high-resistivity anomaly that is an artefact of inversion process carried out in the RES2DINV software and could not be eliminated during processing.

High resistivity lenses near surface are sandstone blocks and clay with rubble with systems of fissures and cracks developed on surface. The low-resistivity subsurface layer
should be considered as a debris in which mass movements occur. In this layer, due to its thickness, reaching an average value of 14 m under the earth's surface (locally even up to 25 m) there can be several slip surfaces of varying intensity, but it is not possible to distinguish them precisely. This resistivity layer should be considered as a flysch material, which has been highly mixed and/or crushed. It reduced its values of electrical resistivity significantly and prevented the detection of objects that can be identified as sandstone packets. The high-resistivity lenses located below this layer should be considered as a flysch packet with the domination of sandstones reaching the slip surface. The dip of the layers in this area is approximately 25° to the NE (inconsistent with the slip surface). Their disappearance is visible with the depth which is caused by the characteristic structure blocking the deeper current penetration and the upper low-resistivity layer working as an ‘absorber’ at larger electrode spacing. This interpretation aspect was presented on synthetic modelling (Fig. 7) made on the basis of available a priori knowledge regarding the geological structure of this area.

The geoelectric profile in Porąbka with the dipole-dipole array was conducted for a length of 200 m (Fig. 12). This length allowed for the penetration of the geological medium to a depth of 31 m. The surface layer with a thickness from 2 to 6 m consists of clay and clay with rock rubble, pebbles and blocks being parts of flysch deposits. The highest value of electrical resistivity was reached in the surface layer (1430 Ωm).

The Wenner-Schlumberger array allowed to obtain a depth of penetration up to 33 m (Fig. 13). The highest value of electrical resistivity obtained for this array is 800 Ωm for high-resistivity lenses in layers represented by shale with sandstone and occasionally siderite.

As in the case of Racibórz, for Porąbka combined data set was created using Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole field data (Fig. 14). Also for this resistivity model, it was possible to separate two lithological types of layers - a near surface clay and loam layer with flysch deposits and various types of clay lying under this layer. The highest resistivity value (about 1600 Ωm) occurs within the lens located on the 40 meter of the geoelectric profile.
Fig. 7. (A) Model as displayed by Res2Dmod/Display. (B) The inverted result. (C) The inverted result with the contour values based on obtained field data. (D) The resistivity cross-section obtained for the profile on Milówka landslide without topography.
Fig. 8. Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Racibórz landslide in 2016. Dipole-dipole array. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex.

Fig. 9. Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Racibórz landslide in 2016. Wenner-Schlumberger array. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex.

Fig. 10. Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Racibórz landslide in 2016. Combined data set. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex.
Fig. 11. Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Milówka landslide in 2015. Wenner-Schlumberger array. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex.

Fig. 12. Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Porąbka landslide in 2015. Dipole-dipole array. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex. Loosely dotted line: uncertain boundary of resistivity complex.

Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole-dipole arrays result in different resistivity models. In the case of the first mentioned array massive structures appear at greater depths while models based on dipole-dipole data create lenses of smaller sizes but in greater quantity. Layers of flysch dip in this area in the SE direction and the dip ranges from 25° to 40°. In addition, lenses visible on the dipole-dipole models tend to be arranged in parallel directions while for Wenner-Schlumberger models inclination of massive anomalies vary from inclination of finer near-surface ones. Authors of this paper interpret high-resistivity anomalies of the dipole-dipole models as real layers of flysch, whereas in the case of deeper structures on Wenner-Schlumberger as an the effect of decreasing resolution with the depth. The discussed mechanism has been presented on synthetic modelling of two lenses lying close to each other (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Therefore, the stratification lines of the structures in Fig. 13
have been carried out in a trend from dipole-dipole model. Combined data set gives better representation of near-surface structures on models, while in deeper parts it takes features of Wenner-Schlumberger array.

**Conclusions**

The landslide in Racibórz is currently stabilized by the forest and it is probable that there will be no violent events within it in the future, however creeping of the slope forced by its geological structure still has to be taken into account.

Landslide in Milówka due to the thickness of the debris, the character of the slip surface and the slope it is probable that future mass movements can occur. Due to the slip plane, which lies crosswise to the direction of sandstone packets, the material is subjected to lateral stress which leads to their crumbling. The area will achieve stabilization by slow

---

**Fig.13.** Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Porąbka landslide in 2015. Wenner-Schlumberger array. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex.

**Fig.14.** Resistivity model of ERT profile carried out on the Porąbka landslide in 2015. Combined data set. Dotted line: boundary of resistivity complex.
creeping, but during periods of heavy rainfall rapid landslide can occur.

Landslide in Porąbka, due to the lenticular character of the structures interpreted as layers with the predominant presence of sandstones with fracture zones, should be considered to have the potential to form further slip surfaces that will include considerable amount of bedrock packets.

Combined data set in each case caused an increase in the resolution of models within the near-surface structures. In the case of deeper structures the Wenner-Schlumberger data imposed its resolution.

To understand the structures that appear on resistivity models in some cases carrying the forward modelling is necessary. Without this process the geophysical interpretation can be unreliable or even misleading. In the case of Miłowka landslide it allowed check the reliability of the prepared resistivity model.

A wider approach to the processing of resistivity models involving the processing of large data sets, combining data from different measurement arrays, or forward modelling allow to obtain the more detailed information about geological structures that are present on ERT models and is the basis for a reliable analysis of resistivity cross-sections. Even if as a result of using additional forms of processing, the obtained models do not represent the geological structure accurately, they can provide useful information for the interpretation of basic resistivity models, especially in the near surface zone.

In order to determine the possibility of further mass movements, it is crucial to recognize the layer on which the slip occurs (slip surface, surface of rapture).
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